The celebrated Feng-Rao bound 
Introduction
In [5] and [6] Feng and Rao introduced a bound on the minimum distance of codes defined by means of their parity check matrices. This bound is known today as the Feng-Rao bound. The Feng-Rao bound is a rather global one. For instance the BCH-bound and the usual bound from algebraic geometry on the minimum distance of duals of one-point geometric Goppa codes can be viewed as being consequences of it. Even from the Feng-Rao bound it is clear how to improve on the latter one. The Feng-Rao bound further allows one to improve on many codes by leaving out certain rows in their parity check matrices without decreasing their designed minimum distance. In particular the Feng-Rao bound gives us a way of constructing improved duals of one-point geometric Goppa codes.
The Feng-Rao bound has been given many interpretations, two of which will be very important to us in this paper. In [16] Høholdt, van Lint and Pellikaan introduced a new type of algebraic structures that are so to speak manufactured to give codes for which the Feng-Rao bound easily applies. These algebraic structures are known today as order domains. By Høholdt et al.'s construction we have a way of generalizing the construction of duals of one-point geometric Goppa codes and improved such ones to algebraic structures of higher transcendence degrees. Further Høholdt et al. showed how to deal with one-point geometric Goppa codes in the language of order domain theory. In particular they gave a simplified proof of the usual bound from algebraic geometry on the minimum distance of one-point geometric Goppa codes. What is obviously missing in the order domain theory is an improved bound on the minimum distance of one-point geometric Goppa codes, an improved construction of onepoint geometric Goppa codes and finally a generalization of the bound and the improved construction to algebraic structures of higher transcendence degrees. In this paper we will solve all these problems in the affirmative. To derive the missing results from order domain theory it proves fruitful to consider first the problems in the most general set-up in which the Feng-Rao bound applies. This set-up was described by Miura in [21] and [22] and by Miura and Matsumoto in [20] . Here no algebraic structure is involved but only a basis for F n q . Miura and Matsumoto's description uses besides traditional linear algebra the component wise product of the vectors in F n q and some related concepts. In this language already one bound is known that deals with the minimum distance of codes defined by means of their generator matrix. This is the much too little recognized bound by Shibuya and Sakaniwa in [28] . The bound that we derive in the present paper is very much related to Shibuya and Sakaniwa's bound. In particular their bound can be viewed as a consequence of the bound from the present paper. Also our bound is very much related to the Feng-Rao bound. The proof of our bound however is even simpler than the proof of the Feng-Rao bound. Our bound is easily extended to deal with all the generalized Hamming weights as is the Feng-Rao bound.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we show how our new bound applies in the case of Reed-Solomon codes. The idea is to give the reader a feeling of the concepts to be introduced more formally in later sections. In Section 3 we give a precise description of our new bound and our new code constructions in Miura and Matsumoto's general set-up of linear codes. In Section 4 we consider the connection to the Feng-Rao bound and in Section 5 we are concerned with the connection to Shibuya and Sakaniwa's bound. Next in Section 6 we translate our findings from Section 3 into the setting of order domain theory. This allows us to deal with the one-point geometric Goppa codes in Section 7. In Section 8 we derive some practical tools for the implementation of our methods in the order domain theoretical set-up. Section 9 contains a number of examples and Section 10 is the conclusion. Finally in Appendix A we establish a connection between our new results and the theory of affine variety codes.
A motivating example
In this section we derive the well-known minimum distance of the Reed-Solomon codes in an untraditional way. The idea is to give the reader a feeling of the concepts to be introduced more formally in the next section. To estimate the Hamming weight of c we will make use of the component wise product on F n q given by e * f = (e 1 f 1 , . . . , e n f n ). We have 
follows immediately. Obviously the n−i+1-dimensional space in (3) is contained in the l-dimensional space in (4) and therefore w H (c) = l ≥ n − i + 1 holds. We have shown
and as usual the result d(C k ) = n − k + 1 now follows from the Singleton bound.
In the example above we used the algebraic structure of the polynomial ring F q [X] heavily. Without this it would have been very difficult for us to conclude the crucial inclusions in (2) . Therefore when looking for classes of codes for which the above method can be applied in a manageable way we should look for codes defined from some algebraic structures. Nevertheless, we continue the description of our new bound by considering how it applies in the general case of any linear code. In this general set-up our method is not really manageable but the proof of our bound will be simplified as much as possible. Later in the paper we will see how our new bound applies very natural to the case of codes coming from order domains. In this set-up our bound will be just as manageable as the Feng-Rao bound.
The new bound
This section contains a description of our new method in the general setting of linear codes. We will see how to deal with not only the minimum distance but along the way with all the generalized Hamming weights. We will use the motivating example from the previous section as a guideline.
Consider the following definition of a linear code.
Definition 2. Let
Our method calls for the following set of spaces.
Hence, we can define a function as follows.
Recall from the motivating example in the previous section that given a code word c ∈ C(B, G), we would like to find as many different numbers s as possible such that a basis element b j exist with c * b j ∈ L s \L s−1 . This will allow us to give a good estimate of the Hamming weight of c. Expressed in the language of the functionρ we look for values s such that a b j exists with ρ(c * b j ) = s. In general it is not an easy task to findρ(c * b j ). This is why we now define the concept of well-behaving pairs.
Definition 5. Let
Consider similar to (1) a word
. . , v − 1 and therefore we can conclude that
So to estimate the number of s's such that a basis element b j exists withρ(c * b j ) = s we can simply count the size of the following set (here i should be replaced by i v ). We are now in the position that we can state the new bound for the minimum distance of a linear code.
Definition 6.
Λ i := {l ∈ I |ρ(b i * b j ) = l for some b j ∈ B
Theorem 8. The minimum distance of C(B, G) satisfies
Proof. Let c ∈ C(B, G)\{0} then c is of the form in (5) with i t satisfying b it ∈ G for all t = 1, . . . , v. By Definition 6 and the weakly well-behaving property there exists numbers 1 ≤ l 1 < . . . < l #Λ iv ≤ n and related numbers
Hence, c * b j 1 , . . . , c * b j #Λ iv are linearly independent. But then
is of dimension #Λ iv . As in the motivating example the space
is of dimension equal to the Hamming weight of c. The space in (6) is contained in the space (7) and we conclude that the Hamming weight of c must be at least equal to #Λ iv . But then of course also the Hamming weight of c is at least equal to min{#Λ i | b i ∈ G}.
As we will see in a moment Theorem 8 can be extended to deal not only with the minimum distance but with all generalized Hamming weights. Also the theorem can sometimes be improved slightly. The small improvement will be of importance when we in a later section compare our bound to the bound by Shibuya and Sakaniwa.
Before giving the extended version of Theorem 8 we remind the reader of the definition of generalized Hamming weights. These where introduced by Wei in [30] for cryptographic purposes. Recall that the support of a set S, S ⊆ F n q is defined by
The tth generalized Hamming weight of a code C is defined by
The extension of Theorem 8 calls for a definition.
The extended version of Theorem 8 is.
In particular the minimum distance of C(B, G) is at least equal to
We will assume that
holds for any v, w with v = w. If this is not the case from the beginning we can make it hold by performing Gaussian elimination. As by definition
holds the above assumption corresponds to assuming thatρ(
We observe that if (a u , j) is WWB for some j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} andρ(b au * b j ) = l then by the very definition of WWB we havē
as well. Hence, the set 
Consider next the set
The space span
and as
and by use of (8) and (9) we therefore concludeσ(a 1 , . . . , a t ) ≤ #Supp(D). The proof is complete.
Given any fixed value δ the celebrated Feng-Rao bound tells us how to choose G such that C ⊥ (B, G) has designed minimum distance at least δ and is of as large dimension as possible. In a similar manner it is from Theorem 10 obvious given any fixed value δ how to choose G such that C(B, G) has designed minimum distance at least δ and is of as large dimension as possible. The improved codes we get in this way are the E(δ) codes below. For use in Section 6 we also define the more naive codes E(s).
From our motivating example in Section 2 we see that it is very natural to consider the Reed-Solomon codes as being of the form E(s). We will see in Section 6 that it is also natural to consider geometric Goppa codes as being of the form E(s). Furthermore we will see in Section 9 that the class of codes E(δ) contains some well-studied nice codes. We have the following theorem.
Theorem 12. The minimum distance of E(s) is at least equal to min{σ(i)
The result now follows from Theorem 10.
We conclude this section by noting that Theorem 10 applies in an even more general setting than described above. We put the description of this in the following remark that can easily be skipped at a first reading of the paper. 
Remark 13. Recall, that a pair
(i, j) is called weakly well-behaving ifρ(b u * b j ) <ρ(b i * b j ) as well asρ(b i * b v ) <ρ(b i * b j ) holds.
The Feng-Rao bound for generalized Hamming weights
The bound in Theorem 8 and Theorem 10 is very much related to the Feng-Rao bound for the codes C ⊥ (B, G). To see this we will need a few definitions.
Definition 14. For
In particular we defineμ
We can now state the Feng-Rao bound for generalized Hamming weights. Our formulation is relatively close to the original formulation by Feng and Rao concerning the minimum distance.
Theorem 15. The tth generalized Hamming weight
In particular
The proof of the above version of the Feng-Rao bound can be found in [13] . The proof there uses many of the same ideas as does the proof of Theorem 10.
In the examples at the end of the paper we will see that the two bounds sometimes gives similar results and sometimes they do not.
The similarity between the Feng-Rao bound and the bounds in Theorem 8 and Theorem 10 is almost striking. With the simplicity of the proof of Theorem 8 in mind one may ask why the bound in Theorem 8 has not been discovered simultaneously to or shortly after the Feng-Rao bound. The answer to this question probably is that in most interpretations the Feng-Rao bound is described in the language of the algebraic structures used for the code construction. Hence, the complexity of the algebraic structures used for the code construction may have been an obstacle.
In Section 6 we will need the following codes.
Definition 16. Given the basis
B = {b 1 , . . . , b n } we define C(s) := C ⊥ (B, G) with G = {b 1 , . . . , b s } C(δ) := C ⊥ (B, G) with G = {b i |μ(i) < δ}
It is straightforward to apply the Feng-Rao bound to the codes C(s) and C(δ).
In particular we get d( C(δ)) ≥ δ. The codes C(δ) are often called improved dual codes or Feng-Rao improved codes.
The connection to Shibuya and Sakaniwa's work
In the paper [28] Shibuya and Sakaniwa derived a bound on the minimum distance of C(B, G) codes. This bound has been much too little appreciated in the literature. As we will see below there is a strong connection between Theorem 10 and Shibuya and Sakaniwa's bound. Shibuya and Sakaniwa's bound on the minimum distance of the codes C(B, G) comes out of their extensive work with various coauthors on a bound for generalized Hamming weights of codes
, [25] , [26] , [27] , [29] ). In the first papers Shibuya, Sakaniwa et al. observed that due to a standard result on generalized Hamming weights once all the generalized Hamming weights of the C ⊥ (B, G) are estimated by their bound one can easily derive bounds on all the generalized Hamming weights of [27, Th. 3] ). This of course is not a practical method for finding say the minimum distance of C(B, G). However, with some more theory added Shibuya and Sakaniwa in [28] derived the following bound on the minimum distance of the codes C(B, G). Recall, that
Theorem 17 (Shibuya, Sakaniwa). For given B and G let for
Note that T i relies on the choice of G. This means that calculations for one choice of G can not be reused for another choice of G. In particular it is not so easy given a B to see what will be the optimal choice of G. We now show how Shibuya and Sakaniwa's bound can be viewed as a consequence of Theorem 10.
Proposition 18. The bound on the minimum distance of C(B, G) in Theorem 10 is at least as good as the bound in Theorem 17.
Proof. For i = 1, 2, . . . , n we havē
The set T i consist of the basis elements outside G that does not contribute to the counting in (10) . Hence, the number of basis elements outside G that contribute to the counting in (10) is n − k − #T i . For i such that b i ∈ G the number of elements in G that contribute to the counting in (10) is at least equal to #{i} = 1.
The advantages of Theorem 10 in comparison to Shibuya and Sakaniwa's bound are as follows. Firstly, Theorem 10 is much simpler to implement and in the case of the minimum distance the proof of it is almost trivial. Secondly, calculations for one choice of G can be reused for other choices of G. As a consequence Theorem 10 allow us (in a very direct way) to construct improved codes E(δ). Thirdly, Theorem 10 deals not only with the minimum distance but with any generalized Hamming weights. Finally, by use of Theorem 10 one can define and deal with evaluation codes coming from order domain theory. This will be explored in the next section. Even more, in Section 7 we will see that Theorem 10 allow us to construct improved one-point geometric Goppa codes.
Codes defined from order domains
In Section 3 and Section 4 we saw how to estimate the parameters of any linear code. For the methods to be really practical we will need bases B = {b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n } for F n q for which it is easy to decide if a given ordered pair (i, j) is WB (or WWB) and for which it is easy to calculateρ(b i * b j ). One way of deriving such bases is by using order domain theory. In this section we will give a complete description of how this is done. We will learn that our new bound fills in a major gap in the theory of order domains.
Recall from the motivating example in Section 2 how the Reed-Solomon code can be viewed as being the image of a subspace of the polynomial ring R = F q [X] under an evaluation map ev :
Recall also how we in our motivating example used the degree function on F q [X] to decide the value of ρ(c * b j ) for a number of b j 's. The idea of order domain theory is to generalize this setup to a larger class of algebraic structures called order domains. The corresponding generalization of the degree function is called an order function.
The presentation of order domain theory to be given here mostly relies on [12] where the concepts of an order function and a weight function from [16] are generalized. In our presentation we will consider only order functions that are also weight functions. These seems to be the only order functions that a relevant for coding theoretical purposes. For similar reasons we consider only order domains over finite fields.
Definition 19.
Let R be an F q -algebra and let Γ be a subsemigroup of N r 0 for some r. Let ≺ be a monomial ordering on N r 0 . A surjective map ρ : R → Γ −∞ := Γ ∪ {−∞} that satisfies the following six conditions is said to be a weight function
An F q -algebra with a weight function is called an order domain over F q . The triple (R, ρ, Γ) is called an order structure and Γ is called the value semigroup of ρ.
Bases of the following form will play a fundamental role in the code construction. A basis B as above is called a well-behaving basis. Besides the trivial case R = F q order domains over F q are always of transcendence degree at least 1. Hence, for non-trivial order domains the well-behaving basis B consists of infinitely many elements. We will always assume that the order domain under consideration is non-trivial and we will always assume that a well-behaving basis B has been chosen.
Example 21. Consider the quotientring R := F 9 [X, Y ]/I where I is the ideal generated by the Hermitian polynomial
constitutes a basis for R as a vectorspace over 
. , s r ). The basis in (11) is an example of a well-behaving basis for the order domain R.
The maps to be used in the code constructions will be of the following general form.
It is now natural to let the elements in the basis B = {b 1 , . . . , b n } for F n q be of the form ϕ(f λ ) for n different values of λ. The values α(1), . . . , α(n) in the the next definition will prove to be a clever choice for the λ's.
The following theorem is easily proven.
constitutes a basis for F n q as a vector space over F q . For any c ∈ F n q there exists a unique ordered set 
. . , n} corresponding to B is given bȳ
In the remaining part of this paper we will always assume that the basis B = {b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b n } is of the form (12) . According to our agenda we should now be concerned with studying which ordered pairs (i, j) ∈ I 2 that are wellbehaving and we should be concerned with deciding the valueρ(b i * b j ). By the following two propositions our basis B is designed in a way that allow us to answer these questions for many choices of (i, j). The results in the two propositions can be found in [21] , [22] , [20] and [28] for the case of the order domain being of transcendence degree 1 or the order domain being equal to
Here we state the results explicitly and in the more general set-up of all possible weight functions (on non-trivial order domains).
(l). But then by Definition 22 and Definition 23 we have
By symmetry it is enough to show that β 1 ∈ Δ(R, ρ, ϕ). We will assume that this is not the case and arrive at a contradiction. That is, we will assume that there exists ω ∈ Γ such that ω ≺ β 1 
. This is not possible according to the definition of α(l).
As we will see in a moment with the above two propositions in hand we can easily estimate the valuesσ(i) andμ(i) for i = 1, . . . , n. We will need the following definition. For {η 1 , η 2 set and μ(λ 1 , . . . , λ t ) = ∞ if not.
The N and μ notion is a slightly modification of the notion in [16] [Def. 4.8] whereas the M and σ notion is new. In larger generality for {a 1 , . . . , a t } ⊆ I we haveσ(a 1 , . . . , a t 
. , n we haveσ(i) ≥ σ(α(i)) and μ(i) ≥ μ(α(i)).
Proof. By Proposition 26 and Proposition 27 we have for i = 1, . . . , n
Further α(i) ∈ M (α(i)) follows from the fact that 0 ∈ Δ(R, ρ, ϕ) and that
The theorem follows. Recall, that we in Section 3 introduced the codes E(s) and the improved codes E(δ). Similar in Section 4 we introduced the codes C(s) and the improved codes C(δ). We now consider their counter parts in the order domain theoretical set-up. 
The following Theorem is an easy consequence of the theory developed so far.
Theorem 32. The minimum distances of the codes in Definition 31 are bounded by
More generally the tth generalized Hamming weights (t being at most equal to the dimension of the code) satisfy
It is obvious that with respect to the above bounds the C(δ) construction is an improvement to the C(λ) construction and the E(δ) construction is an improvement to the E(λ) construction. The result concerning d(C(λ)) and d( C(δ)) is known as the order bound and comes from [16] . The result concerning d t (C(λ)) is from [14] and the result concerning d t ( C(δ)) is from [13] . The results concerning E(λ) and E(λ) are new and explains the title of the present paper. It should be mentioned that Shibuya and Sakaniwa in [28] translates their bound into the setting of codes coming from C ab curves and codes coming from Garcia and Stichtenoth's tower in [7] . Hence 24) has parameters n = 27, k = 22, d ≥ 3. But E(4) = E(4) has parameters n = 27, k = 22, d ≥ 4 and is therefore indeed an improved code. The three estimations on the minimum distances are known to be sharp.
In the next section we will recall the well-known fact that every one-point geometric Goppa code can be described as an E(s) code related to an order domain of transcendence degree 1, and we will show by a very easy argument that our new bound is an improvement to the usual bound from algebraic geometry.
Improved one-point geometric Goppa codes
The following example is well-known. Actually it was one of the main reasons for introducing order domains in the first place.
Example 34. Let P be a rational place in an algebraic function field F of one variable and let v P be the valuation corresponding to P.
mP) is an order domain with a weight function given by ρ(x)
Hence, it is clear that the one-point geometric Goppa codes are codes E(λ) defined from order domains with a weight function with a numerical value semigroup Γ. In the same way of course the duals of one-point geometric Goppa codes are codes C(λ) defined from order domains with a weight function with a numerical value semigroup Γ. It is well-known that the order bound is an improvement to the Goppa bound for the duals of one-point geometric Goppa codes (see [16] [Th. 5.24] ). Consequently the corresponding codes C(δ) becomes improvements to the duals of one-point geometric Goppa codes.
We now show by a rather easy argument that our bound for the minimum distance of the one-point geometric Goppa code E(λ) is an improvement to the usual bound from algebraic geometry. Consequently, the corresponding codes E(λ) can be viewed as being improved one-point geometric Goppa codes. From [16] [Lem. 5.15] we have the following lemma.
Lemma 35. Let Γ be a numerical semigroup with finitely many gaps. That is, let N 0 \Γ be a finite set. Assume i ∈ Γ. Then the number of elements of Γ\(i + Γ) is equal to i.

The well-known Goppa bound for the one-point geometric Goppa code E(λ) says d(E(λ)) ≥ n − λ. For comparison, our new bound (13) states
d(E(λ)) ≥ min{#((i + Γ) ∩ Δ(R, ρ, ϕ)) | i ∈ Γ, i ≤ λ}.
As by Lemma 35 we have #((i + Γ) ∩ Δ(R, ρ, ϕ)) ≥ n − i with equality if and only if Γ\(i + Γ) ⊆ Δ(R, ρ, ϕ)
it is clear that our bound is as good and sometimes better than the Goppa bound. In particular for λ being of a high value compared to n the new bound will often be much better than the Goppa bound. We have proved the last part of the following proposition.
Proposition 36. Any one-point geometric Goppa code is of the form E(λ) in Definition 31 and the bound (13) is an improvement to the Goppa bound.
For comparison, as already mentioned Shibuya et al. in [28] only show that their bound is an improvement to the Goppa bound in the case of codes defined from C ab curves and in the case of some codes coming from Garcia and Stichtenoth's tower in [7] .
The Gröbner basis approach
In Section 6 we described the main tools needed to deal with codes coming from order domains. Important ingredients were the well-behaving basis B = {f λ | ρ(f λ ) = λ} λ∈Γ , the morphism ϕ : R → F n q and the set Δ(R, ρ, ϕ). Here Δ(R, ρ, ϕ) = {α (1), . . . , α(n)} where α(1) = 0 and where α(i), i = 2, . . . , n is defined to be the smallest element in Γ that is greater than α(1), α (2)
, . . . , α(i− 1) and satisfies ϕ(R γ ) ϕ(R α(i) ) for all γ ≺ α(i).
With these ingredients in hand we constructed the basis B = {b 1 = ϕ(f α(1) ), . . . , b n = ϕ(f α(n) )} which is very suitable for the code construction. For small code lengths it will normally be an easy task to find the set Δ(R, ρ, ϕ) by using standard linear algebra methods. However, for larger code lengths we will need some more sophisticated machinery.
Recall from [12] that an order domain is called finitely generated if it possesses a weight function with a finitely generated value semigroup Γ. One of the very nice things about order domain theory is the fact that any finitely generated order domain over F q can be described as a quotient ring R = F q [X 1 , . . . , X m ]/I. Furthermore the description only relies on some not too complicated Gröbner basis theory. In this section we will see that the very same Gröbner basis theoretical methods will allow us to find Δ(R, ρ, ϕ) and thereby also the basis B in a rather simple way whenever ϕ is the most natural chosen evaluation map. We start our study by considering some basic terminology from Gröbner basis theory. We will assume that the reader is familiar with the concept of a monomial ordering, with the definition of a Gröbner basis and with the division algorithm for polynomials in more variables. We will differ slightly from the traditional notion by defining for any monomial ordering ∅ to be a Gröbner basis for the zero ideal I = {0}. The following concept will be used extensively throughout the later sections.
Definition 37. Denote by M(X
1 , X 2 , . . . , X m ) the set of monomials in X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X m . Given a monomial ordering ≺ on M(X 1 , X 2 , . . . , X m ) and an ideal L ⊆ F[X 1 , . . . , X m ] the footprint 1 of L is the set Δ ≺ (L) := {M ∈ M(X 1 , . . . , X m ) | M is not a
leading monomial of any polynomial in L}.
The following proposition from [3] [Pro. 4 in Paragraph 5.3] will be one of our main tools. 
Proposition 38. Consider any field F and let
L ⊆ F[X 1 , . . . , X m ] be an ideal. Then {M + L | M ∈ Δ ≺ (L)}
Proposition 39. If Δ ≺ (L) is finite then the size of the variety
V F (L) is bounded by #V F (L) ≤ #Δ ≺ (L).(16)
If L is a radical ideal and F is algebraically closed then equality holds in (16). As a consequence equality holds when
The footprint can only in rare cases be read directly of the polynomials defining the ideal L. However, we can always extend the set of defining polynomials to a Gröbner basis by using Buchgberger's well-known algorithm and thereby find the footprint. We now introduce the particular type of monomial orderings that will be important for us. They are the generalized weighted degree orderings. The class of generalized weighted degree orderings is indeed a large class. Actually any monomial ordering can be described as a generalized weighted degree ordering. Nevertheless, the following definition will prove to be very useful. 
. , X m ). The weights extends to a monomial function
and only if one of the following two conditions holds:
We are now in the position where we can give the useful description from [12] [Th. 9.1 and Th. 10.4] of finitely generated order domains. 
Now the footprint satisfies the condition in Theorem 41 and so does the Hermitian polynomial. Hence, a weight function is given exactly as we described it in Example 21. The well-behaving basis (11) is found by using Proposition 38 on the above footprint.
According to our agenda we now choose a morphism on the order domain R = F q [X 1 , . . . , X m ]/I. The most obvious choice of morphism is the evaluation map based on the entire affine variety V Fq (I) = {P 1 , . . . , P n }. In other words the morphism ϕ : R → F n q given by ϕ(F + I) := (F (P 1 ), . . . , F (P n )). As we will see in a moment it will be an easy task to derive the corresponding set Δ(R, ρ, ϕ) for this particular choice of ϕ. We will need a single definition.
Definition 43. Given an ideal
The following method to derive Δ(R, ρ, ϕ) was stated in [21] [Lem. 6.2] and [23] [p. 1402] (both in Japanese) for the case of the valuesemigroup Γ being numerical. That is, for the case Γ ⊆ N 0 . A version considering the general case Γ ⊆ N r 0 for any r was presented in the abstract [8] , but no proof was included.
Proposition 44. Consider an order structure (R, ρ, Γ) that is described as in Theorem 41. Let ϕ be the morphism ϕ : R → F n q given by ϕ(F + I) := (F (P 1 ), F (P 2 ), . . . , F (P n )) where V Fq (I) = {P 1 , . . . , P n }. We have
Proof. One of the conditions in Theorem 41 is that the weights of the monomials in Δ ≺w (I) are all different. As I ⊆ I q implies Δ ≺w (I q ) ⊆ Δ ≺w (I) the weights of all the monomials in Δ ≺w (I q ) are also different. Hence, the size of {w(M ) | M ∈ Δ ≺w (I q )} equals the size of #Δ ≺w (I q ) which in turn equals n by the last part of Proposition 39. As clearly #Δ(R, ρ, ϕ) = n we conclude that the sets on the two sides of (17) w(M 1 ) . Let G be a Gröbner basis for I q with respect to ≺ w . We now reduce F modulo G using the division algorithm for polynomials and get a remainder
. . , l and where w(N
Note that ϕ(f ) is nonzero by the definition of α(s). Therefore (18) 
Next we observe that by the nature of the division algorithm and by the definition of ≺ w we have wdeg(
. This is the same as saying
By the definition of Δ(R, ρ, ϕ),
But then by (18) we must have equality in (19) . Consequently, α(s) = w(N 1 ) ∈ Δ ≺w (I q ) holds and we are through.
Remark 45. It is shown in [1] that a result similar to the one in Proposition 44 holds for a more general class of morphisms. Namely whenever ϕ(F
. This observation in combination with the methods of the present paper is then used to derive improved bounds on punctured codes coming from the norm-trace curve. As any finite set of points constitutes a variety the observation in [1] gives a general way of dealing with punctured codes. Consider any order domain R = F q [X 1 , . . . , X m ]/I described as in Theorem 41. The following Proposition states that a result similar to the one in Example 46 holds whenever the footprint Δ ≺w (I q ) is an m-dimensional box.
Example 46. This is a continuation of Example 42. One can show
Δ ≺w (I q ) = {X α Y β | 0 ≤ α < 9, 0 ≤ β < 3}.
Hence, by Proposition 47 we get
Δ(R, ρ, ϕ) = {w(X α Y β ) | 0 ≤ α < 9, 0 ≤ β < 3}.
By inspection this gives us exactly the basis B that we derived in Example 25. The footprint is particular simple in the sense that it so to speak constitutes a box. By inspection it is seen that as a consequence
Proposition 47. Let R be an order domain over F q described as in Theorem 41. Let V Fq (I q ) = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n } and consider the evaluation map
holds for any X
More generally for any s, 1 ≤ s < n the codes C(α(s)) and E(α(n − s)) are of the same dimension and the FengRao bound gives us exactly the same estimations on the generalized Hamming weights of C(α(s)) as does our new bound on the generalized Hamming weights of E(α(n − s)). Also for any δ the dimension of C(δ) equals the dimension of E(δ) and for any t at most equal to the dimension of C(δ) the Feng-Rao bound gives us exactly the same estimations on the tth generalized Hamming weights of C(δ) as does our new bound on the tth generalized Hamming weights of E(δ).
Proof. We only show (21) and leave the remaining part of the proof for the reader. Consider
Hence, if we write α max := w(X ρ, ϕ) . Moreover by the very definition of μ and σ (20) implies that for all α(l) ∈ Δ(R, ρ, ϕ) we have μ(α(l)) = σ(α max − α(l)).
Remark 48. In Remark 45 we noted that Proposition 44 can be modified to deal with punctured codes. In a similar manner one can modify Proposition 47 to deal with punctured codes.
The next section includes examples where (20) is satisfied but also an example illustrating that if R and ϕ are given as in Proposition 47, but (20) is not satisfied then it may happen that the dimensions of the codes E(δ) and C(δ) are not the same for almost all choices of δ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. We will describe two types of algebraic structures where not only (20) is satisfied but actually E(δ) = C(δ) holds for all δ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Examples
In this section we make extensive use of most of the theory developed so far. Rather than reintroducing the notation we invite the reader to revisit if necessary Proposition 39, Definition 40, Theorem 41, Proposition 44 and Proposition 47 before continuing. In the following we will use the notation · · · in two meanings. Firstly, given F 1 (X 1 , . . . , X m ) (20) of Proposition 47 is satisfied and therefore the dimension of C(δ) equals the dimension of E(δ) for all δ = 1, 2, . . . , 256. In Figure 1 (20) . That is, it does not have the shape of a box. Therefore it should come as no surprise that the codes C(δ) and the codes E(δ) perform quite differently. In Figure 2 Figure 2 we plot the usual Goppa bound (old bound) for the E(λ) codes versus the improved bound from the present paper (new bound).
we plot the (estimated) parameters of the codes E(δ). For the E(λ) codes we plot the usual Goppa bound (old bound) as well as the improved bound from the present paper (new bound).
Example 50. Let
I := X 5 +Y 4 +Y, Y 5 +Z 4 +Z, Z 5 +U 4 +U 2 ⊆ F 16 [X, Y, Z, U ]{Y 4 , Z 4 , U 4 , X 10 Y 2 Z 2 , X 5 Y 2 ZU 2 , X 10 ZU 2 , X 5 Y 2 Z 3 , X 10 Z 3 , X 10 Y 3 , X 15 , XY 3 Z 3 U 2 , X 6 Y 3 U 2 , X 11 U 2 , X 6 Z 2 U 2 , X 6 Y 3 Z 2 , X 11 Y, X 11 Z, X 6 Y ZU 2 , X 6 Y Z 3 , X 10 Y 2 U 2 , X 5 Y Z 2 U 2 }.
By definition of a Gröbner basis the footprint of
we plot the estimated performance of the codes E(δ) and C(δ). It is clear that for values of k/n smaller than approximately 0.2 the codes E(δ) are the best whereas for larger values the codes C(δ) are the best. Finally in
Example 51. In this example we assume that the reader is familiar with Buchberger's algorithm. In particular the reader is assumed to be familiar with the concept of an S-polynomial. Let 
We next want to use Buchberger's algorithm to establish that
constitutes a Gröbner basis for I q 2 . In the following K(X, Y, Z, U ) → L(X, Y, Z, U ) means that the polynomial K(X, Y, Z, U ) is reduced to the polynomial L(X, Y, Z, U ) modulo G (using the operations that is allowed in Buchberger's algorithm). We have
The remaining S-polynomials are easily seen to reduce to 0. Hence, we actually have a Gröbner basis and
The footprint is of size q 6 and our methods therefore give codes of length n = q 6 . We next note that again the conditions in (20) of Proposition 47 are satisfied and therefore the dimension of C(δ) equals the dimension of E(δ) for all δ = 1, 2, . . . , q 6 . In Figure 3 we plot the estimated performance of the codes E(δ) and C(δ) from the present example in the case be given by ϕ(F ) := (F (P 1 ), . . . , F (P q r )). We have
Define the weight function
and for any (a 1 , . . . , a r ) ∈ Δ(R, ρ, ϕ) we get
The generalized Reed-Muller code is the code RM q (s, r) = {ϕ(F ) | deg(F ) ≤ s} and it is well-known that [17] with a reference to [18] . By (22) and (23) We conclude this section by mentioning without a proof that the construction of Hermitian codes in Example 33 is easily generalized to deal with the case of codes coming from any norm-trace curve
The constructions satisfies the condition (20) in Proposition 47. Actually it is even known that the corresponding C(s) codes can also be described as E(s) codes and that C(δ) = E(δ) holds. Furthermore it is known that one gets the actual minimum distances of the above codes by applying the Feng-Rao bound or similarly our new bound. For more details see [9] . In [2] it was shown that the Feng-Rao bound gives the actual generalized Hamming weights of the Hermitian codes. It follows that also our new bound would produce the actual generalized Hamming weights of the Hermitian codes.
Conclusion
In this paper we have derived a Feng-Rao type bound for the minimum distance of codes defined by means of their generator matrix. From our bound it is clear how to construct improved codes. In particular it is clear how to construct improved one-point geometric Goppa codes. Our new bound is easily extended to deal with any generalized Hamming weights. When translated into the setting of order domain theory our new bound becomes rather manageable. In particular it becomes obvious how to generalize the construction of (improved) one-point geometric Goppa codes to algebraic structures of higher transcendence degree. It remains to consider other implementations of our bound than the order domain theoretical one. Also it remains to find a decoding method for the new improved code constructions. It would be obvious to try to modify the Guruswami-Sudan algorithm for one-point geometric Goppa codes to deal with the new improved one-point geometric Goppa codes.
A A pure Gröbner basis theoretical approach
In the paper [10] the hyperbolic codes were studied from a pure Gröbner basis theoretical point of view. Similarly, in the paper [9] one-point geometric Goppa codes as well as improved such ones from the norm-trace curve were studied by means of pure Gröbner basis theoretical methods. It is possible to generalize the methods from [10] and [9] to deal with any order domain. Actually, the method can be seen as a consequence of our new bound on the minimum distance. The following definition plays a fundamental role. 
Assume an order domain R with corresponding weight function ρ is described as a quotient ring R = F q [X 1 , . . . , X m ]/I by the construction in Theorem 41. Consider the variety V Fq (I) = {P 1 , . . . , P n } and let as in Section 8 the morphism ϕ be given by
From Proposition 44 in Section 8 we have
In this appendix we will show that for all λ ∈ Δ(R, ρ, ϕ) we have
From this result it follows immediately that all the statements in Section 8 concerning the minimum distance of codes C(B, G) can be rephrased with σ(λ) replaced by n − D(M ). This observation may serve as a guideline and as a tool in the future work on codes defined by use of pure Gröbner basis theoretical methods. In the following we will assume that the reader is familiar with Buchberger's algorithm.
We will need three lemmas. wdeg(T 1 ) such that rb(l) = p(T 1 − T 2 ) and rf (l) = aT 1 + bT 2 + G (Inv.2) rb(l) = rf (l) = 0 By simple inspection it is seen that for l = 1 the above holds. Now any rf (l) must be either zero or must be of the form described in (Inv.1). This is seen as follows. By induction there can in rf (l) be at most two monomials of highest weight. Assume there is an rf (l) with only one monomial of highest weight. But then also rf (l) rem {F 1 , . . . , F s } will have only one monomial of highest weight. This is a contradiction as rf (l) rem {F 1 , . . . , F s } = 0 and therefore rf (l) is either zero or is of the form in (Inv.1). With this fact in mind it is now by inspection seen that if (Inv.1) holds in step l then either (Inv.1) or (Inv.2) holds in step l + 1. In particular rb(l) is always a polynomial. Therefore at the end of the procedure we must have rb(l) = 0 implying S(B i , B j ) rem {B 1 , . . . , B s } = 0 and we are through. 
Proof. We first show that the left hand side of (26) (29) Comparing (28) and (29) We have shown that the left hand side of (26) is contained in the right hand side.
Next we prove that the right hand side of (26) Proposition 57. Let ϕ be as in (25) . 
Comparing (30) and (31) 
